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Abstract: In recent times, a lot of work has been made on provision of some level of assurance among data 

as well as policies. Trusted transactions do not break credential or else policy inconsistencies over 

transaction duration hence in our work we formalize perception of trusted transactions. A safe 

transaction is trustworthy as well as database accurate and we present safe transactions that recognize 

transactions that are both trustworthy and obey atomicity, consistency, isolation, and 

durability properties of distributed database systems. We put forward a novel algorithm known as two-

phase validation that operates in two phases such as collection as well as validation. We initiate a protocol 

of Two-phase validation commit that makes sure of safe transaction by means of checking policy, as well 

as data consistency throughout transaction execution. Protocol of Two-phase validation commit is an 

altered version of fundamental two-phase validation commit protocols. 

Keywords: Trusted transactions, Two-phase validation commit, Safe transactions, Database, Policy 

inconsistency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For a wider implementation of cloud computing 

paradigm, security is considered as one of the 

major obstructions. Towards handling of 

outsourced data, proper attention has been specified 

for client security. Flexibility was considered as the 

most interesting aspect of cloud computing that 

offers on demand resources and making it a striking 

circumstance for extremely scalable and multi-

tiered applications [1]. For provision of flexibility, 

the services of cloud make heavy usage of 

replication for making sure of constant 

performance. Lots of cloud services depend on 

view of eventual consistency during the data 

propagation throughout the system. Remarkable 

problems of consistency can happen while 

transactional databases are organized in cloud 

atmosphere and make use of policy-based 

authorization systems to look after sensitive 

resources. In our work we formalize perception of 

trusted transactions. Trusted transactions are those 

that do not break credential or else policy 

inconsistencies over transaction duration.  

We introduce a protocol of Two-phase validation 

commit that makes sure of safe transaction by 

means of checking policy, as well as data 

consistency throughout transaction execution. 

Protocol of Two-phase validation commit is an 

altered version of fundamental two-phase 

validation commit protocols [2][3]. While two-

Phase commit atomic procedure usually used to 

implement integrity constraints contains same 

structure as two-phase validation protocol hence 

integrating these protocols forms two-phase 

validation commit system. We make out various 

policy consistency constraints in addition to 

corresponding enforcement approaches that 

assurance constancy of transactions implementing 

on cloud servers. 

II. AN OVERVIEW OF EXECUTION OF 

SAFE TRANSACTIONS 

A safe transaction is described as a transaction that 

is trustworthy as well as database accurate. We 

present safe transactions that recognize transactions 

that are both trustworthy and obey Atomicity, 

Consistency, Isolation, and Durability properties of 

distributed database systems. In order for a 

trustworthy transaction to commit, its transaction 

manager has to implement moreover view or else 

global consistency among servers that participate 

within the transaction. Hence we suggest a novel 

algorithm known as two-phase validation that 

operates in two phases such as collection as well as 

validation. During the phase of collection, 

transaction manager initially forward a Prepare-to-

Validate message to each of the participant server. 

In return to the message, each of the participant 

assess proofs for each query of transaction by 

means of most recent accessible and sends an 

answer back to transaction manager containing 

truth value of those proofs all along with version as 

well as policy identifier for each of the used policy. 

After the receiving of replies by transaction 

manager from participants it moves on towards 

validation phase. The two-phase validation protocol 

implements trustworthy transactions; however does 

not implement safe transactions as it does not 

authenticate any integrity constraints. While two-

Phase commit atomic procedure usually used to 

implement integrity constraints contains same 

structure as two-phase validation protocol, we 

suggest integrating these protocols as two-phase 
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validation commit procedure. Two-phase validation 

commit procedure ensures data as well as policy 

consistency needs of safe transactions [4]. 

Particularly, it will assess policies as well as 

authorizations within initial, voting phase.  

III. ASSUMPTIONS OF SYSTEM 

Providers of cloud lack services that assure data as 

well as access control policy consistency across 

numerous data centers. In the system 

representation, we consider a cloud infrastructure 

that includes set of servers, where each is 

answerable for hosting of subset of data items that 

belongs to a particular application domain. Users 

make an interaction with the system by means of 

submitting queries and a transaction is submitted 

towards a transaction manager that manages its 

implementation. Several transaction managers may 

possibly be invoked while system workload 

enhances for load balancing, however each 

transaction is handled by just one transaction 

manager. We make an assumption that queries that 

belong to a transaction carry out sequentially and it 

make simpler our presentation, but do not have an 

effect on accuracy or else validity of our 

consistency definition. While transactions are 

implemented over time, state information of 

policies that are imposed by various servers are 

subject to modifications at any instance, as a result 

it is important to initiate accurate definitions for 

various consistency levels that may be achieved in 

a transaction’s lifetime [5]. These consistency 

representations build up trusted transaction 

definition by describing environment where policy 

versions are reliable comparative to rest of system. 

With a view consistency representation, policy 

versions have to be internally constant across the 

entire server’s implementing transaction.  The view 

consistency representation is weak in that policy 

version that is agreed upon by subset of servers 

within transaction might not be most recent policy 

version. By means of global consistency 

representation policies evaluate proofs of 

authorizations throughout transaction 

implementation among servers have to match most 

recent policy version between entire policy set. A 

transaction is safe when it is a trusted transaction 

moreover fulfilling the entire constraints of data 

integrity that are imposed by system of database 

management and a safe transaction is authorized to 

commit. 

IV. ENFORCING OF TRUSTWORTHY 

TRANSACTION 

We make out various policy consistency constraints 

in addition to corresponding enforcement 

approaches that assurance constancy of transactions 

implementing on cloud servers. In distributed 

systems of transactional database that are deployed 

above cloud servers, entities assist to structure 

proofs of authorizations that are acceptable by 

collections of authorized credentials. It is 

promising for policy-based authorization systems 

to build unsafe decisions that might pressurize 

responsive resource. We suggest quite a lot of more 

and more severe levels of policy constraints, and 

provide various enforcement approaches to 

assurance constancy of transactions implementing 

on cloud servers. Deferred proofs provide an 

optimistic approach by comparatively weak 

authorization assurance and these are evaluated 

concurrently only at commit time to make a 

decision of whether transaction is trustworthy. 

Punctual proofs provide a more proactive means 

where proofs of authorizations are assessed 

instantly in which a query is being managed by a 

server.  These proofs do not enforce any 

restrictions on freshness of policies that are used by 

servers at some point in transaction execution [6]. 

In Continuous proofs, when a proof is assessed, the 

entire previous proofs have to be reassessed when 

recent version of policy is found.  We imagine this 

variant to be most strict approach providing finest 

privacy as well as consistency assurance. 

 

Fig1: Associations between system components 

V. CONCLUSION 

In spite of wider adoption of cloud services by 

enterprises and governments, however the 

providers of cloud still lacks services that assurance 

data as well as access control policy consistency 

across numerous data centers. For provision of 

flexibility, cloud services make intense usage of 

replication for making sure of constant 

performance. In our work we formalize view of 

trusted transactions which are those that do not 

break credential or else policy inconsistencies over 

transaction duration. We provide safe transactions 

that recognize transactions that are both trustworthy 

and obey Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and 

Durability properties of distributed database 

systems. The two-phase validation protocol 

implements trustworthy transactions; however does 

not implement safe transactions as it does not 

authenticate any integrity constraints. We 

commence a procedure of Two-phase validation 

commit that makes sure of safe transaction by 

means of checking policy, as well as data 
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consistency throughout transaction execution. We 

suggest various policy consistency constraints in 

addition to corresponding enforcement approaches 

that assurance constancy of transactions 

implementing on cloud servers.  Two-phase 

validation commit is a modified version of basic 

two-phase validation commit protocols. While two-

Phase commit atomic method used to apply 

integrity constraints contains same structure as two-

phase validation protocol hence integrating these 

protocols forms two-phase validation commit 

system. 
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